NC Odyssey of the Mind
Eastern Region
Primary (K-2) Tournament Day Info
Wake Tech Emergency: 919-866-5911

Rain or Shine, Heat or Cold!
We never know what the weather will do! The good news is that even if it rains, there is room indoors for everyone. If
you must be indoors, find a place to sit together. We will have a great day!

Quiet! Spontaneous Judges in Training!
We are excited to see your team perform today! Judges are in training and will be very interested to see your team's
solution! Parents should wait outside the Library Education (LE) building or Holding Hall (HO) for this part of the
competition. As teams find their room for Spontaneous around 12:15PM, be aware that the judges will also be finding
their rooms and setting it up. Please wait patiently in the hallways until the judges are ready for you. Two or three
teams will be assigned to each room, please wait quietly while the other team is working and until your team is
summoned. A coach can accompany the team - but no parents please!

Quiet! Long Term Judges in Training!
After your team tries its hand at a spontaneous problem, get ready to move to your long term room. Parents can join your
team and can bring or carry sets, props and costumes. Judges will not be ready for you until 12:45PM. Absolutely do not
bring props or sets inside early until about 12:40PM – the venues will be too crowded. Once in the building, please wait
patiently in the hall until the judges are ready for you. Please be considerate of each other! NO OUTSIDE
ASSISTANCE! Let the kids get dressed and set up their own props.

Meals
If you have pre-ordered, Bagged Lunch Company will have your lunches on a table in the SSB cafeteria. Also, the
KupKake Fairy pop-up tent will be set up outside of SSB. And of course, there are also many fast food options nearby,
about 1 mile north of campus.

Deals
Don’t miss your chance to get Odyssey of the Mind souvenirs! Eastern Region Odyssey of the Mind has many collectible
pins, T-shirts, and other items for sale in the SSB lobby.

Props and Parking
Although there is plenty of parking, we have very congested drop-off areas. It will be a crowded, busy day for everyone!
Props should be dropped off NO EARLIER than fifteen minutes before performance time. Once you have dropped off
your things at the unloading zone, please MOVE your vehicle immediately. Do not leave unattended vehicles in the
unloading zone. Parking is permitted on paved areas only!

Security
Please encourage your students and parents to leave valuables, props, and problem solutions locked in cars or on buses.
We are not responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged articles.

Award Ceremony
Award Ceremony – 2:00PM – SSB Conference Center (Second Floor)
All teams, coaches and parents will meet for an award ceremony at 2:00PM in the SSB Conference Center. All teams will
line up by school or group (alphabetical order) for the Parade of Teams. Line up on the sidewalk in front of SSB along
“Graduation Way” at 1:45PM. If raining, just come in - we'll cancel the parade. Parents and supporters will sit on the
floor in back and on both ends of the conference room (Rooms 212 and 213). Teams and coaches will parade in and sit on
the floor in the middle area.

